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On immersion of locally bounded curvature 
By J. SZENTHE in Szeged 
A c c o r d i n g t o r e s u l t s o f J . NASH ([11]) a n d N . H . KUIPER ([10]) C 1 - i m m e r s i o n s 
are too general to admit a reasonable generalization of the curvature theory of 
C2 -immersions. The idea to extend the curvature theory to a , restricted class is 
therefore justified and in fact this has been done at first by J. HJELMSLEV ([8]) and 
G. BOULIGAND ([3]) in case of C-1 -surfaces in 3-dimensional euclidean space. They 
were mainly interested in the curvature theory of curves on C1-surfaces, i.e. in 
generalizations of the theorems of Euler and Meusnier. Later on various related 
results have been obtained by others1). In the first part of this paper a class of 
C1 -immersions of ¿-dimensional manifolds into «-dimensional euclidean space is 
introduced, which will be called immersions of locally bounded curvature, and it is 
shown that in their case the second fundamental tensor can be defined in a way 
which resembles very much the standard one. In the case n = 3, k = 2 similar results 
h a v e b e e n a c h i e v e d b y H . BUSEMANN a n d W . FELLER ([5]) a n d A . V . POGORELOV 
([14]) for considerably wider classes with more refined methods. In the second par t 
of the paper the case k = n — 1, i.e. hypersurfaces of, locally bounded curvature 
are considered. It is shown that the theorem on the uniqueness of C2 -hypersurfaces 
with given first and second fundamental forms generalizes to them which gives 
another point of considering immersions of locally bounded curvature. 
1. Preliminaries 
Some prerequisites of technical nature are provided in this section. 
Let E" be the «-dimensional euclidean space, and V£ (k = 1, . . . , « —1) the 
euclidean vector space formed by its ¿-vectors. Oriented ¿--dimensional subspaces 
of VI will be identified, as usual, with simple unit /c-vectors, consequently the set 
S%( c V£) of simple unit ¿-vectors will stand for the set of oriented ¿-dimensional 
subspaces of V" as well. Let further B" be the set of complete or thonormal systems 
') An account of related results can be found in BUSEMANN [4]. 
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in V", Q (n, k) the group of isometric isomorphisms of V%, and O (n) that of orthogonal 
nXn matrices with real entries. The facts which follow are well known. 0(n) is a 
simply transitive right transformation group of B" with the definition: ba = 
= (¿«0^) for («;);= i n = b£Bn, Hot,-1| = a € £ ) ( « ) . Distance on B" and M = 1 ' j= i ,...,n 
0(n ) is defined by (a,' - a , " ) 2 . a n d n ( a \ a") = J J ( « i y - o Q 2 ] * , 
respectively. If b£B" is fixed. then <Pb = ba. defines a distance preserving map 
' „: (0(n), n)-*(B", a). With the above definition, 0(n) is a distance preserving trans-
formation group of Bn, and ¡.i is left and right invariant. If (a;) i= i,...,„ — b is fixed 
n n n 
and ~Z x'cii — x£V" then with the definition ax= 2 ^ c group 0(n) 
i = 1 . ¡ = 1 J = 1 
is a left transformation group of V" and since each of these transformations is an 
isometric isomorphism of V" an isomorphism Wb: 0(n)-*Q(n, l ) i s obtained. But there 
is the standard homomorphism Ik:Q(n, 1) — Q(n, k), hence for any fixed b£B" a 
homomorphism Akb = IkoVb\0(n) - Q(n,k) is defined. If and H(Xg)cz 
czQ(n, k) is the subgroup of elements which leave X& fixed then ¿he inverse image 
of H(Xo) under Ab is a subgroup Hb(X¿) of 0(n) and there is a one to one corre-
spondence between the left coset space 0{n)jHb(Xq) and where the left coset 
corresponding to Xk£S£ is formed by those elements a of 0(n) for which Ab(a) 
sends XQ into Xk. 
A distance preserving map 6: (0(n), fi)~-E"2 is defined by 0(a) = (*1, ..., x"2), 
where x' — a^ for / = (/ — l)n+j. If 0(n) is considered as a Lie group then 9 is a 
C°°-embedding, therefore there is a Riemannian metric on 0(n) for which 6 is 
isometric. Let Qe be the distance function of this Riemannian metric ([1], 124); 
Qe(pt', a") is equal to the infimum of the length of curves joining a', a" if their length 
is calculated with respect to the distance function ¡i ([5]). Therefore oe and the 
above Riemannian metric are left and right invariant ([9], 169—172). If b£B", 
Xo £S£ are fixed then a distance function ge is defined on the left coset space 
0(fi)/Hb(Xo) by Qe(aHb{Xk0), pHb(Xkj) = inf {<?,(£, rj)\£ 6 a H h ( X k 0 ) , n €pNb(Xk)}. The 
one to one correspondence d(ri)IHb(X§)+~ S£ yields a distance function dk on 
for which this correspondence will be distance preserving. The distance function 
dk does not depend on the particular choice of b and XQ and it will be called the 
auxiliary metrization of S". 
L e m m a 1.1. Let G be a. compact Lie group, H a subgroup and q the distance 
function of a Riemannian metric on G which is left and right invariant. Let the distance 
function Q on the left coset space G/H be defined by 
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Then there exist ¿>0 and such that in case Q(H, IH) < 5 a unique cdaH with 
Q(E, C) = Q(H, aH) exists, e being the identity in G; further in case Q(H, a, H) < 5 
(/=1,2) the inequality Q (c ^, C2)=Ag(a] H, a2H) holds for the corresponding c, 6 at II. 
There is a Riemannian metric on G\H with distance function Q = Q. 
P r o o f . The existence of a Q £aH with Q(S, £) = Q(H, aH) for any lef tcoset a / / 
is obvious. Since the given Riemannian metric is left and right invariant, H and its 
left cosets are totally geodesic submanifolds ([1], 136—137). There is such a <5' > 0 that 
the spherical neighborhood U(S) of of e with radius 9 is convex if ([1], 246— 
—150). Assume that for some aH with g(H,aH)^d' there are f , ( f ' e a # w i t h 
Q(S, ^') = Q(E, C,") = Q(H, aH) = 9. Since I;',!;"£U(9), there is a unique minimizing, 
geodesic arc joining them, which with the exception of its endpoints lies in the 
interior of U(ff). But aH is totally geodesic, therefore this geodesic arc is in aH. By 
the invariance of the Riemannian metric Q (H, aH) = inf {g>(c, £)!£€«//}, therefore 
Q(H, A H ) < S , which is a contradiction. There is a canonical coordinate system 
of the first kind <p: W Em and one of the second kind ift: W Em, both defined 
on the neighborhood W of e, such that 1) if gtj (i,j=l,...,m) are the components o f 
the fundamental tensor of the given Riemannian metric in the coordinate system q>, then 
g,7(<p(e)) = ^ ; 2) if ift(0 = (z\ . . . , z " ) for £€ W, t h e n ^ ( O = (0, ..., 0, z s + 1 , ..., zm> 
for ££HOW; moreover, if aHPlW is not empty then there is a unique 
a € a H i ) W such that £ = with ^HD W holds for any £ £ a / / n W and : 
ift(a) = ( a \ . . . , a s , 0, . . . , 0 ) , «A(J) = ( 0 , . . 0 , z * + 1 , . . . , z m ) , 
H0 = (ali ..,,a>, zs+1, ..., zm); _ 
3) if <p(Q = ( y \ ...,ym) f o r UW and y ' ^ / i z 1 , ,..,zm) ( / = 1, ...,m) are the transi-
w <L J — ™ 
tion functions f rom ift to (p, then / ' (0 , . . . , 0 , t, 0, ..., 0) = diJt for j = 5 + 1 , ...,m, 
A J^J 1 JJJ ' m 
if (0, 0, ..., 0)£ift(W) ([9], II. 62—86). Let y: [0, 1] - G be the unique 
minimizing geodesic arc joining £ and then y is given by y'(t) = y'-t (OS 1} 
in the coordinate system q>. Hence -
e ( ® » 0 = / , 2 ' 8,J(<p°y(t))yiyj dt = J 2 gij(<P(z))fyj i,j= 1 i,j= 1 
' dt = 2V)2 
Therefore if a H is such a coset that the corresponding £ , .£aHr\W and 
= (a 1 , . . . , a s , 3cs+1, . . . , xm), then . 
I j? ;>,; 
F j i a 1 , . . . : , * ' , x* ) = x - O ' ^ r r l = 0 
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for j = 5 + 1, ..., m. But 
dFj_ 
dzl 2 i= 1 dz> dzJ +x[ dz'dzJ and hence oz | ̂ ¿f = öjt 
for j, I = s + 1, ..., m. Consequently there is a neighborhood Ucz W of e with 
' " ' F"') for £(E U. Therefore by the implicit function theorem 
O (zs , ... , Z ) | t/i(Q 
there are analytic functions cos+1(a1, ..., as), ..., a>m(al, ..., as) defined on a 
neighborhood V of the origin in Es such that 
Fj(al, ...,as, tos+1(al, ..., as), ...,com(al, ..., a5)) = 0 ( j = s+1, ..., m) 
for (a 1 , . . . , a s ) £ K and there are no other solutions of F j { a l , ..., am , z s + 1 , ..., zm) = 0 
<j = s - t - l , . . . , m) in V. Let a H be such a coset that ZdaHC1 f F a n d (a 1 , ..., as)£ V. 
Then xJ = coJ(al, ..., as) ( j = 5 + 1, ...,m). Let <5">:0 be such that ££<xHf)W, 
(a 1 , ..., AS) € V if Q(H, a H ) =1 5". Put «5 = min (£ 5', 3") and assume that Q{H, ax H) = 
= 2H) = &2—<>- Since , — i there a unique £2£<x2 H with 
Q{alH,aL2H) = Q(t,l,i'2). Fur ther there are such bounds A'SA" that 
A' 2 {A-A)1 s e ( C t , c 2 ) s A' 2 ÍÁ-AY 
L<" = l 
for C,. <KC() = (Z«1, . . . , ZD ( / = 1 , 2 ) ([5]), Therefore 
¡=1 y=5+l 





j = s +1 . 




Icoj(a\, ..., a\) — 0)'(a2, ...,as2)\ 





8 ° Í ( Ö | + < ( « Í - Ö ! ) s i + < ( s s - s s ) ) — S S c s J , . . . , s i ) 
da 
í / í j . 
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Hence the quantity under square root is bounded and the existence of a bound 
A with g ( i , l , ^ 2 ) ^ A Q ( a l H , a 2 / / ) for e ( / / , a , / / ) =£<5 ( / = 1 , 2 ) follows. A Riemann-
ian metric with distance function g ^ g can be evidently given by the standard 
construction of a homogeneous Riemannian metric on GjH based on the Haar 
measure of G([l], 136). 
L e m m a 1. 2. There is such a bound B that dk(X\, Xk) = B-\\Xl-X$\\ for any 
Xk, Xk £ , where the norm is taken in the euclidean vector space 
P r o o f . Since S£ is a C~-submanifold of this embedding defines a Riemann-
ian metric on S£ which has a distance function g, and admits such a bound B' that 
e ' ( X f , XD ;! B'-\\Xk — Xk\\ for ([5]). Let g be the distance function 
provided by Lemma 1. 1, then there is such a B" that g S B"• q'. Consequently 
B = B'-B" is the bound required. 
Immersions of locally bounded curvature are introduced in this section and . 
the basic concepts of the curvature theory of C 2 -immersions are generalized for 
them. 
Let f : Mk — E" be a C'- immersion of the ^ - m a n i f o l d Mk and for p£Mk 
let U be an oriented neighborhood of p in Mk. Then the tangent space TqMk for 
<76 U is mapped by the induced map of the tangent bundles TMk — TE" onto 
an oriented ¿-dimensional subspace of Tf(q)E" which in turn is mapped by 
exp f ( q ) : 'Tf(q)E" —E" onto an oriented ¿-plane L\ of E" which defines a simple 
unit ¿-vector Xk£S£. The immersion / defines a Riemannian metric on Mk; let d 
be its distance function, if there is such a Kp that lin ^ Kp, then 
/ is said to be of bounded curvature at p with the bound Kp. If p has a neighborhood 
V such that / is of bounded curvature at every V with the same bound Kv, then 
/ is said to be of locally bounded curvature at p with the bound Kv. If / is of locally 
bounded curvature at every point of M then it is called an immersion of locally 
bounded curvature. 
L e m m a 2. 1. Let the C 1 -immersion f . Mk — E" of the С1 -manifold Mk be of 
locally bounded curvature at p£ Mk. Then there is a coordinate system a: U-<-Ek 
of the C1 -manifold Mk defined on a neighborhood U of p such that the second deriv-
atives of the vector valued function xt = /оa-1: a(t/)— E" exist are measurable, 
and independent of the order derivations almost everywhere on a (£/). 
P r o o f . Let 7Tp: E"-~Lkp be the orthogonal projection on Lp. There is a neigh-
borhood U' of p in Mk such that a = npof: U'—Lkp yields a coordinate system 
2. Immersions of locally bounded curvature 
10 A 
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of the C 1 -manifo ld Mk. Let V be the neighborhood of p on which / is of locally 
bounded curvature with the bound KY according to the assumption of the lemma. 
Choose b' > 0 such that E/(2<5'), the spherical neighborhood of p with radius 2b' 
llj^li || 
taken according to the distance function d, is contained in V. Then — ^ « Kv 
d(gi,g2) 
d(qt,p)^b' (I— 1, 2). In fact, by assuming the contrary and considering successive 
bisections of a minimizing geodesic arc joining q^, q2, one would arrive at a point 
of V where Kv cannot be a bound for / . Put b = min ^5', , then U=U(b), 
the spherical neighborhood of p with radius b, is contained in U'. To verify the last 
assertion it suffices to see that there is no ^ e t / . w i t h (Xk, Xk) = 0 ([13], 117—119); 
/ 2 
but this is obvious since q£U and (Xk, Xk) = 0 would imply that d(p, q)^—. 
Kv~ 
If or thonormal coordinate systems are suitably chosen in E" and Lk, then 
x^u1, ...,uk) = («', ...;uk,x*+1(u1, ...,uk), ....^(M1, ...,uk)) 
with (u\ ...,uk) = a(q) for q£U'. Put 
s)x AY 
y V . - , ' « i ) = T T | A . - . A ^ I and N(u\..:,uk)= | |y*(i / \ - , "*)ll 
for q£U'. L e t Q be the solid ¿-dimensional cube spanned by the basic vectors of 
the coordinate system of Lp\ then its inverse image in L\ under np is a solid ¿-dimen-
sional parallelepiped Qq, which is spanned by the . vectors Y T I ' • • • ' 3 f r l » 
for q£U'. But Niu1, ...,uk) is equal to the ¿-dimensional volume of Qq and 
<y V , . . . , «*),' Xk) = N(u\ ..., «*)<** Xk) = 1 ([10], 5 6 - 5 7 ) . 
Therefore 
(Xk2 — Xqi, Xp) 
{Xqi , Xp) • (Xk2 , Xp) 
< : ^Xq2 — XqJ ; . . . k _ .. 
\i-i\\x!-xkPr\.\i-nx!2-xkx\ 
k 
if 91 > 92 € U. There is a C > 0 such that d{qt, q2)2 S C2* 2 (u'i ~ " i ) 2 f ° r q i > #2 £ U ' . 
i = 1 J 
Consequently 
k 1 ' 
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for q i , q 2 d V - Therefore 
\\Yk(u\, ... ,u\)-Yk{u\, . . . , a»2)|| s JV(«i, . . . , u\)- p f t - • + 
+ \N(u\,...M)-N(ul, ...,u\) | == 6-Kyd(q„q2) s 6 - K y C -




<z(iji) . u u |a(q2) 
dx ' 
it follows that -T-J'.<X(U)V" is a Lipschitz map as well. Therefore by Rade-
d2x 
macher's theorem ([131, 271—272), „ " ( / , / = 1 , ...,k) exist almost everywhere 
ou'ou' 
d2x d2x 
on a ( U ) and are measurable. The fact that a . ". = „ " . almost everywhere ouJau' ou'ou1 
on a ( U ) follows by an obvious application of Fubini 's theorem. 
If the C1- immersion / : Mk — E" is of locally bounded curvature at p and 
a: U — Ek is a coordinate system of the C 1 -manifold Mk on the neighborhood 
U of p constructed according to the proof of the preceding lemma then a: U — Ek 
will be called a distinguished coordinate system. 
Let f : Mk — E" be a C1- immersion, NMk its normal bundle, it: NMk — Mk 
the projection in the normal bundle and v: NMk — E" the normal map of the im-
mersion; n~l (p) = NpMk is a euclidean vector space and the restriction of v to it 
is an isometric vector space isomorphism. Assume that f is of locally bounded 
curvature on the neighborhood V of p with the bound Kv. Let {ait ..., a„).= b£Bn 
be such a base that alA...Aak = Xk and Ab: 0(n) — Q(n, k) the corresponding 
homomorphism. Then Hb(Xk)czO(n) is the subgroup of elements which leave 
Xk fixed, and by the correspondence 0(n)/Hb(Xk)*^Sk for any q£Mk there is a 
left coset a q H b ( X k ) consisting of those elements which send Xk to X%. Let d>0 
be the number provided by Lemma 1. 1 for the case G=0{n), H=Hb(Xk), Q = QE and 
B the bound given by Lemma 1. 2. There is a neighborhood U(d') of radius <5'>0 
^ 
of p such that U(2<5')c V and 5' ^ — — - . . Consequently if q£U(S'), then 
Ky • B 
Qe{Hb(X% a q H b { X $ ) = dk(Xk, Xk) B. \\Xk- Xk\\ s <5. 
Hence by Lemma 1.1 for any q£U(d') there exists a unique aqHb{Xk) with 10* 
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ee(e, £<,) = Qc(Hb(Xp), ( X f i ) . The field of bases /?: £/ - B" defined on U= U(d') 
by fi(q) = b-£q = (w t(q), . . . ,w„(q)) (q6 U) will be called a distinguished field of 
bases. Assume that a distinguished coordinate system a: U — E" is given as well-
Then (w^w1 , ..., uk), ..., wn{u\ ..., uk)), (w1, ..., uk)£a(U) with ve,(w\ ..., uk) = Wi(q) 
( ' = 1 , . . . ,« ) for (w1, ..., uk) = u(q) ( q d U ) is called a coordinate representation of 
the distinguished field of bases. If w 1 (U) then 
v(w) - 2 t'wjiq) = 2 tJWj(u\ ..., uk) and ^(w) = ( « ' , . . . , uk, tk+ 1, ...., /") j=k + 1 
defines a coordinate s y s t e m ^ : n i{U) — a(U)XE" k for the normal bundle; 
this will be called a distinguished coordinate system of the normal bundle; The map 
zxP: a(U)XE"~k — E" defined by zx„(ul, ..„ uk, tk+i, ..,,/") = J V Wj(ul,..., uk) 
j = k+l 
is called a distinguished coordinate representation of the normal map. 
L e m m a 2. 2. Le/ the C l -immersion f : Mk — E" be of locally bounded curvature 
at p£ Mk, let a: U-~Ek, ¡1: U — B" be a distinguished coordinate system and a dis-
tinguished field of bases on the neighborhood U of p. Then the corresponding coordinate 
representation zap:oc(U)XB^~k — E" of the normal map is a Lipschitz map, where 
B"~k is the solid ball of radius 9 >0 at the origin in E"~k. 
P r o o f . Since 
\\Zaf (u[,...,u\ ,tt+i,...,t"1)-zxll(ul...,u\>tk2+l,...,t"2) 






j=k + 1 
2 ci->i)2 
j = k+ 1 
1 + 
+ 
2 tJ2(wj(u\, ...,u\)-Wj(u\, 




it sufficies to find bounds for the first and the last term. With the notations of and 
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a c c o r d i n g to t he p r o o f of t he p r eced ing l e m m a 
||xa(wl,..., iA)~xx(ul2, ...,u\)|| 
2 ("1 - "2>: 
i+ 2 
j=k + 1 
[ y dxj 
;= l dul !„(„) r * 











¡=i du' |a(41) 




2<" l - " 2 ) 2 
s=l 
B u t • 
1 
||Y*("'i, "i)ll = N{u\,...,u\) 
s= 1 
1 
r z Z > , - , - | . 2 j = fc+1 ¡=1 
a n d 
du' 




w h e r e 
T h e r e f o r e 
a (q ( 0 ) = (u\ + t(u\- u\), ..., lA + 1 iu\ - )), ( O s i g l ) . 
n k I n k 
2 2 \ U ^ f 2 2 





i 1 / " * dxl 
( 4 - w O : dt 
K , 
i^l I du' |„(9(t)) (5m1 |a(9l1 
dt 
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Consequently 




2 > l - « i > ) 2 
S 1 + 8 1 / 2 . 
By Lemmas 1. 1 and 1.2 
n 
2 tj(wj(u[, •••, u\)- Wj(u\, :.., u\)) 
j=k +1 
2 {Wj{u\, ...,iA)-Wj(u\, ...,uk2))2 
J = k+ 1 





2 V I - « ' 2 ) 2 
T h e o r e m 2. 1. Let / : Mk E" bean immersion of locally bounded curvature. 
Then its second fundamental tensor and second fundamental forms exist almost every-
where on Mk.. 
P r o o f . Let a : U — Ek be a distinguished coordinate system, ß: U -<- B" a 
distinguished field of bases. By the preceding lemma w,: a(U) — V" ( / = 1, . . . ,« ) is a 
dw-
Lipschitz map and therefore, according to Rademacher's theorem, ( i = 1, ..., k) 
exist almost everywhere on a(£/) and are measurable. As a consequence the usual 
definition of the second fundamental tensor applies almost everywhere on U. as 
n 
follows. Let w(ul, ..., uk)= 2 fiJ(ul.> •••> uk)wj(ul> uk) be the coordinate 
j=k+ 1 
representation of a normal field, where ß' are differentiable functions on oc(U), 
k dx 
and v= > then D(v, w), the derivative of w in the direction of v, exists 
¡=1 ou] 
if TT Î 0'=1> j = k +1, ...,n) all exist. Let SAv, w) be the orthogonal 
du' | a ( 4 ) 
projection of D(v, w) on Xq, then 
s m w ) = 2 2 2 2 ^ ( « s . . . , « » K W , 
i=l r=l S=l-j=k+l \OU OU / |a(9) OU . |a(4) 
where gir are the contravariant components of the first fundamental tensor. Therefore 
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Sq(v, w) defines a tensor Sq: TqMkXNqMk — TqMk. Consequently a tensor field 
5 is obtained which is defined for almost every qd.Mk and is called the second fun-
damental tensor of the immersion. If ||iv|] = I and w is fixed then lw{v,v') = 
k k " /dx dw\ 
= (Sq(v, w), v') = 2 Z 2 <x'r<xsPJ\x-f>7Tl/ i s a bilinear form 
r = l i = l j=k+l '\OU rOU / 
jw-.TqMkXTqMk-~El 
k f)x k • dx 
in v = ¿ ' a ' - ^ - f l and v' = 2a"~<ri\ • ̂ i s is called the second fundamental 
i = 1 OU ! „ ( „ ) i = i ou |a(9) 
form of the immersion at q in the normal direction w£NqMk. 
In case of a hypersurface of locally bounded curvature / : M " _ 1 — E" there 
is essentially one choice for w, therefore the hypersurface has one second funda-
mental form /. The above theorem and Lemma 2 .1 give the following 
C o r o l l a r y . Let f:M"~l — E" be a hypersurface of locally bounded curvature 
and I its second fundamental form, then lq:TqM"~1 XTqMn~i — E1 is symmetric 
for almost every q6 M"^1. The coefficients of I are measurable in any distinguished 
coordinate system of the hypersurface. 
3. The uniqueness of hypersurfaces of locally bounded curvature 
with given first and second fundamental forms 
The uniqueness theorem for C°°-hypersurfaces is the following: Let the C°°-hyper-
surfaces fi,f2'- Mn~x E" (ns3) have common first and second fundamental 
forms where the second fundamental forms are taken with respect to C°°-unit normal 
fields wj,, wlm. M"'1 — V" of the hypersurfaces / , , f 2 . Then there exists a distance 
preserving transformation <P: En -*• E" with f2 = <Pofl ([7], 79—81). 
This theorem will be generalized to hypersurfaces of locally bounded curvature 
in this section. 
L e m m a 3. 1. Let the C1 -hypersurface f : M " - 1 — En be of locally bounded 
curvature at p £ M" ~1 with the bound Kv, let a: U E"~l be a distinguished coordinate 
system, /?: U — B" a distinguished field of bases on the neighborhood XJ of p and 
zap~. a(U)XE1 — E" the corresponding coordinate representation of the normal 
map. Then there exist a neighborhood U aU of p and numbers <5, 9 > 0 such that 
i 
+ W - ? 2 n ) 2 2 \\zap(u\, ..., u"R
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P r o o f . If u\ = u'2 (i = 1, ...,n — 1), the inequality holds with ¿ = 1 for any 
5 > 0 , therefore it will be assumed that (uj, ..., w " _ 1 ) ( / = 1,2) correspond to different 





, X = Xa{u\, ...,u\ ^-X^ui, ..., Un2 '), 
wl = w„(ql), y = x + t(wi-w2), z = x + tlWi-t2w2, d = d(ql,q2). 
Let £, be the angle of. the vector x and the subspace Xqt~1 and put y, = < (x, vi>(), 
y'=<(y,wi)> y" = <(x,wi—w2), 2y = <(h>I , w2) where y" = 0 if w ! = w 2 . 
According to the proof of Lemma 2 . 2 , 1 1 + 8 ^ 2 if qi,q2£U. Let Au 
a':•£/' -<- En~l be a distinguished coordinate system at qi £ U and let q2 6 U' fl t/. 
Then for a coordinate system suitably chosen in E" we have |tg a, [ zlw' 
where, like 
below, primes refer to analogous quentities in case of the coordinate system a ' . 
Therefore 
| t g £ i l = • 
"y M ' , K, 
¡=i du" |a'(î2) ZIM' AU' ki«) Au' 
S / 2 II Yn-í{u'1\...,u'ln-i)-Y^í{u'2\...,u'2n-l)\\ + 
+ -¡-^2 \Ki\ S^2-6-KyC-Au' + ^2-6'KyC-Au' = 12- Í2-KyC'-Au', 
Au i=i 
Itgeil ^ | t g e , | ^ 
with respect to the proof of Lemmas 2. 1. and 2. 2. Hence .. ,, . , _ 
||x|| Au 
^\2-y'2-KyC' if q i € U, q2 £ U' fl U. But the value of C' which may depend on 
ql is bounded on a neighborhood of p, since / is a C 1 -hypersurface . Therefore 
a neighborhood UaU of p and a bound D exist with ^ D for ql,q2dU 
(/=•1, 2). Obviously 
IÎ II2 = + + — 
- 2 A t [\\x\\2 +12 | K -w2\\2-2t ||*|| • ||w! - w21| • cos y"~]i • cos y' -
— 2t ||x|| • I K — w2|| • cos y'. 
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H e n c e 
\\z\f ^{At)1-\-\\x\\í-t2•Kl•d1-
- 2 At [||.Y||2 +12 • • d2 + 2t • ||x|| -Kyd-cos y ' ] i - 2t • ||*||-Kyd = (At)2 + 
(Au)2 (Au)2 Au (Au AuJ ||x|| 
(Au)2 
- 2 t-Ky M . l 
Au Au 
But 
cos y (w^X+tjWj-Wi)) 
cosy, | 2 t s in 2y t ! t2 11̂ 1 - ^ z l l 2 | 2 t | cosy, cosy 2 
and as obvious calculations show |cos y,| S |sin £,| s |tg e,|, 
11*11 





~ KyC. Therefore 
cos y 
is bounded if qx, q2 (LU and / is sufficiently small. 
11*11 11*11 
The above estimates yield the existence of such <5, 9 > 0 that ||z|| S 5[(At)2 + (Au)2]^ 
if q,,q2£U and | f f | , |/2"|siS. 
T h e o r e m 3. 1. Let / , , f2: M"~1 — E" be hypersurfaces of locally bounded cur-
vature, g1, g2 their first fundamental forms, and I1,12 their second fundamental forms 
which are calculated with respect to continuous unit normal fields wl, w2: M"~1 
of the hypersurfaces. Assume that g1=g2 and 11 = I2 for almost every q£M"~ 
Then there exists a distance preserving transformation 4> : E" —• E" such that f2 = <Pofl ± 
P r o o f . Let NlMn~l be the normal bundle and yl\NlM"~i —E" be the normal 
map of the hypersurface / , ( / = 1 , 2 ) . In consequence of the preceding lemma for 
any p^M"'1 there is a distinguished coordinate system a ( : U—• E"~l and a dis-
tinguished field of bases [/— B" of / , ( / = 1, 2) on a neighborhood U of p such 
that if z,: a , ( U ) X E l -~E" is the corresponding representation of the normal map, 
then <), 9 > 0 and U c U exist for which the assertion of the lemma holds. Here 
/?, ,j32.are chosen so as to give w'n(q) = w'n(q) for qd U. Let7r ;: N ' M b e the projec-
tion in the bundle and V'= {w\w£ki 1(U), \w\\ then the restriction of v' to 
V is one-to-one. Consequently there is such a distance function q1 that v,: (V1, q1) — E" 
is distance preserving. By convexification of the distance function Qt an intrinsic 
distance function Q1 is obtained on V ([2], [4], 77). The map y,: (V1, g')—• E" is 
locally distance preserving. If w£ V1 then there is a unique w' £ V2 such that7r,(w) = 
= n2(w') = q and if yi(w) = / , ( ? ) + tnw1n(q) then v2(w') = f2(q) + fw2(q). Let 
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Vi: V1— V2 be defined by (w) = w', then Vy is one-to-one and maps V1 onto 
V2. The following argument will show that Vjj: (K1 , g1) -*(V2,g2) is distanqe 
preserving/Let gi^w1 , ..., u " _ 1 , t") be defined for a, b = 1 , . . . , n, and (ul, ...,u"~l, t") 
£ o i i ( 0 ) X B l by 
git, = 1 
dz{ dz{ 
I h f ' l h t 5 
if a, b = 1, ..., n— 1 
dzi dzA 
J ^ ' J F / « = h . . . , n - l , b = n, 
dzx dz A .. , , , 
f ) z , 
Jr'lh" 
if a — b = n. 
Then 
n — 1 /1—1 n— 1 n — 1 
ih, = si»+tn(Hb + ID + (tny 2 2 2 2 g!jg?glJiLiL 
i= 1 j=l r=l S=1 
if a b = 1, ..., n— 1, where g„b, are the covariant and contravariant components 
of the first fundamental tensor and the /¿b coefficients of the second fundamenta l 
fo rm of fy in the coordinate system a x ; gàb = 0 if a= 1 — 1 ; b = n or a = n; 
b= 1 , . . . , n — 1 ; gL= 1 if a = b = n. The functions glb are measurable on a i ( 0 ) X B \ . 
Let ¿ ( w 1 , . . . , « " - 1 ) wn(ul,...,u"-1) be defined by x(ul, un~1)=f2(g), 
wn(u1,...,u'-i) = w2(g), (ill,...,u"-l) = œl(g), (geO) and put z(u1,...,u"-i,t") = 
= x(ui,...,un-1) + tnwn(u1, . . . ,M"-1) for (u\...,u"~\t")Ça^O)XBl. Let the 
g f l 2 6 ( u V . , " n ~ V ) be defined for a,b= ! , . . . , „ and (u\ . . . , un-\tn)£a.l{V)xBl by 
' if ">b = \,...,n-X, 
~2 ^ g a b = \ 
i f a = l > - > n ~ l ' > b = »> 
dz dz 
W J i ï 
dz dz 
if a = n; b = 1, ..., n — 1, 
if a = b = n. 
Then 
n ~ l n — I n — I n — 1 
gib = gib + t"(îab + îba) + (t"f 2 2 2 2gliglglUrl 
¡=1 j=l r=l 5=1 
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if a,b = 1, ...,n-\, where gab,gfJab a r e the corresponding quantities of f2 in 
the coordinate system oct; #„¡, = 0 if a = 1, ...,« — 1; b = n ora = n; b = ..., n — 1; 
gab — 1 if a = b = n. The measurability of the functions g2fc follows again by the Corol-
lary to Theorem 2. 1 but a coordinate t ransformation have to be considered as 
well. According to assumptions of the theorem glab = g2b (a, b= 1, ..., n) almost 
everywhere on ai(0)XBf. If w^, w2dV1 are sufficiently near then there is an 
«-dimensional parallelepiped P in v^V1) formed by a set S of straight line segments 
parallel and congruent to the one joining v, (w,),v, (vv2) and such that their endpoints 
fill two (jn — l)-dimensional cubes the centres of which are v, (w,) and Vi(w2). Let the 
arc q>: [0, l]->- V1 be such that v, o'<p:[0, 1] — E" is a linear representation of a 
segment in S, and let the functions <ph(t) (h= 1, . . . , « ; be defined by 
zi((P1(t), •••, <P"(0) = v i °<P(0 (O^t^l). Inconsequence of Lemma 3. 1 cph(t) are 
Lipschitz funct ions; therefore <p(t).exist almost everywhere on [0, 1] and are measur-
able in case of any segment in the set 5. Obvious applications of Fubini 's theorem 
to the set P yield that there are segments in S arbitrary near to the one joining 
Vi(w,), v , (w 2 ) such that \) gL(<P{ ('), •••,(p"(')),}lb((p1(t), - - , < ( 0 ) 0 , 6 = 1 , . . . , « ) 
are measurable on [0, \];2) ^„(cp1 (t), ..., <pn(t)) = g2ab{<p' (t),..., <p"(l)) (a, b = l , ...,n) 
almost everywhere on [0, 1]. The distance of the points V[O(p(0), v,o<p(l) in case 
of such segments is 








But by Tonelli 's theorem the last integral is equal to the length of the curve 
¿((p1 (/),..., (p"(t)) since it is of bounded variation in consequence of 
Lemma 2 .2 . Fur thermore we have ¿ (^ (O) , • . . . , <p"(0)) = v2 o l i^ o <p (0) and 
f <P"(1)) = v2 o o <p(l), and therefore 
e^-pCO), <p(i)) s e2(vDocp(0), » w ( i ) ) . . 
Consequently Q1(wl, w2)^Q2(l/ij(wl),.y/ij(w2j), and changing the role of f i t f 2 in 
the above argument gives Q1(wl, w2)^q2(,Fc(w1), £ (w2)).These imply tha t 
W(j: (V1, q1) (V2, q2) is locally distance preserving and (V1, ql)—(V2, q2) 
is distance preserving. Proceeding in like manner a sequence of neighborhoods 
{&m}m= i,2,... covering M"~x can be obtained with the corresponding sequences 
{(VL 8m)}m= i,2,... °f metrized neighborhoods in NlM"~l and the distance preserv-
ing maps Wm: (Vj,, qI,). The set F , = U Vlm is a neighborhood of the zero section 
m— 1 
in N ' M a n d since g'm; glm» are equal on Vlm> f l Vlm; there is an intrinsic distance 
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function g' on V, which is equal to g'm on Vlm (m = 1, 2, ..., ; / = 1, 2). Further 
and coincide on У„-Г\ Vj,-, therefore there is a distance preserving map 
( ^ i 5 Ôi) — Qi) which coincides with Vm on У J, for m = 1, 2, ... . Hence 
v i ' (I7/* E" is locally distance preserving. There is an open subset of V¡ with 
compact closure A such that v, : (A, g\) — E" and v2o g,) — E" are distance 
preserving, therefore there is a distance preserving transformation Ф: £"— E" 
with v 2 o f = 0ovt on A. Assume that the last equality does not hold on F , . 
Tiien there is a w*£Vi nearest to A with v2o4J(w*) Фоу,(и>*). But w* has a 
neighborhood V* on which vt,v2o4/ are distance preserving, consequently there 
is a distance preserving transformation Ф*: £"— E" with » 2 o f = Ф*о v, on V*. 
Since ëi is intrinsic and locally euclidean there is an open subset V'a V* such 
that v2o4/ — Фov, on V. Consequently v2o4' = Фо\1 on V* in contradiction 
with the above assumption. Therefore л ^ о У =. Ф о у , on V t . The restriction of 
this equality to the zero section in N l M " ' 1 yields the assertion of the theorem. 
R e m a r k . The assumption of Theorem 3. 1 that there are continuous unit 
normal fields on the whole manifold Mn~x for both hypersurfaces does not mean 
an essential restriction since if M"~l is not orientable its orientable covering manifold 
can be considered instead. 
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